
You are planning a long and faraway vacation? If WiFi isn't
available ensure you have enough digital media.
 

I'd like you to hear a story from my last Arctic boat trip. It sounded amazing, National

Geographic trip thru ice and back, with Polar bears as well as numerous other wildlife. There

was going to be ice that eyes could see, snow and ice all around. Man-made tools were used

to defeat the elements and get through the frozen wilderness of the northern wilderness. It

sounded fantastic like a grand combat with weather and the north. 

 

It was suggested that I carry everything I could fit in my bag. I did bring my laptop, but added

a large display screen to make the space more spacious. I was told that electricity was not an

issue. I wasn't sure what was in store for me. I did not realize that I would be disconnected

from my internet two days into my 14 day journey and disappear from Earth for the next ten

days. Then it happened, and I was shocked. No trip should, however challenging or remote,

cause me to be cut off from the world of technology. I did not plan the downtime, in addition

to having unfinished business I had to take care of in the week ahead, but I also had other

things I had to accomplish. 

 

It doesn't matter whether you have to shut down your internet. Internet is available

everywhere. If your internet connection isn't working then you could always visit a

McDonald's nearby and get the free WiFi connection you're looking for. It is possible to bring

your laptop into Starbucks and place a table at the counter to surf the Internet until you drop.

However, no restaurant or cafe can help out there, in the north, a long way from the closest

shack with electricity generated by a weak generator.. There's no free Internet. There are two

options to get out in such situations. You can be offline or have an internet connection via

satellite. 

 

I'm not able to afford a satellite phone. It's too expensive, particularly to get Internet access.

When I venture out into the dark, I'll have a large audio and video library. The last time I was

online I had two tracks. Both of them were downloaded in the past. I was unable to enjoy

three easy jazz tracks or one well-known song. That's it. Four songs for two weeks of

nothingness. I would have planned for this if I had known. I would have filled my laptop with

television shows, films and music videos. I could spend hours listening to my favourite

podcasts. It's very easy to download them, then convert into mp3 then save on my computer.

Then, I can lay in couch and listen to podcasts I love at home. https://youtubeconverter.cx/ It

was supposed to be my golden hour, or two weeks of gold. However, it turned out to be 2

weeks of gazing at the ceiling and running for the passengers every time there is a sound

within the hallways. 

 

https://youtubeconverter.cx/


 

The trip was empty literally and metaphorically. I've never been so bored.

https://youtubeconverter.cx/en30/ The ice was thick, and I was aware that it was a possibility,

so the boat had to turn around to pull back to civilization. Although this wasn't a surprise but

there were alternatives. Many hours of downtime could be spent listening to podcasts and

DIY videos on fixing issues at home, or listening to music. The next time, I'll convert YouTube

videos to MP4 and mp3 using my computer. Music can lift spirits, so don't be discouraged.

You can download Netflix and Hulu movies onto your phone to stream them offline. They can

also be carried on the long, cold journey. Don't give up hope. Good luck! 

https://youtubeconverter.cx/en30/

